We perform recommendations for the Social Ridesharing scenario, in which a set of commuters, connected through a social network, arrange one-time rides at short notice. In particular, we focus on how much one should pay for taking a ride with friends. More formally, we propose the first approach that can compute fair coalitional payments that are also stable according to the game-theoretic concept of the kernel for systems with thousands of agents in real-world scenarios. Our tests, based on real datasets for both spatial (GeoLife) and social data (Twitter), show that our approach is significantly faster than the state-of-the-art (up to 84 times), allowing us to compute stable payments for 2000 agents in 50 minutes. We also develop a parallel version of our approach, which achieves a near-optimal speed-up in the number of processors used. Finally, our empirical analysis reveals new insights into the relationship between payments incurred by a user by virtue of its position in its social network and its role (rider or driver).
INTRODUCTION
Real-time ridesharing, in which people arrange one-time rides at short notice, is rapidly changing the way people commute for their daily activities. Online services such as Uber or Lyft Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. RecSys'15, September [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 2015 , Vienna, Austria. compete with standard transportation systems (such as taxis or public transport), allowing users to quickly share their positions and arrange rides with other people they know or trust. A clear tendency in such services is to embed a social network in their framework, favouring the formation of groups of users that are connected in such network. In fact, Uber 1 and Lyft 2 incentivise users to share rides with their friends, showing that social relationships play a fundamental role in the ridesharing scenario, which is consequently referred as Social Ridesharing (SR). Several works [20, 21] have focused on building recommendation mechanisms in the book-a-taxi domain, while recent research has shown that recommendation accuracy can be greatly improved by incorporating trust and geo-spatial information embedded in social networks that also encompass geographical data [14, 19] . However, recommendation systems research has never focused on the SR problem, as we do in this paper.
In more detail, the SR problem is, by and large, a Coalition Formation (CF) problem [13] , requiring that the set of rides is partitioned in disjoint groups (i.e., coalitions) that minimise the overall transportation costs for the entire system. In addition, such a division must be computed assessing the constraints imposed by the social network (naturally modelled as a graph), in order to ensure that passengers are connected by friends-of-friends relationships. The most successful approach that tackles the SR problem from a real-world perspective is proposed by Bistaffa et al. [3] , which define it as a Graph-Constrained Coalition Formation (GCCF) problem, and also provide a solution that scales to thousands of agents. That work, however, remains silent about the problem of distributing the travel expenses of each car among its passengers. Such a task, namely the payoff distribution task [15] , represents a key challenge in the CF process and it is of utmost importance when offering ridesharing services, especially when considering commuters with rational behaviours. In fact, payoffs (corresponding to cash payments for sharing trip costs) to the commuters need to be computed given their distinct needs (e.g., shorter/longer trips), roles (e.g., drivers/riders, less/more socially connected) and opportunity costs (e.g., taking a bus, their car, or a taxi).
One key aspect of payment distribution in CF is the gametheoretic concept of stability, which measures how agents are keen to maintain the provided payments instead of deviating to a configuration deemed to be more rewarding from their individual point of view. Here, we induce stable payments in the context of the SR problem, employing the kernel [6] 1 http://blog.uber.com/2013/07/15/faresplit. 2 http://www.lyft.com/help/article/1637045. stability concept. Kernel-stable payoffs are perceived as fair, since they ensure that agents do not feel compelled to claim part of their partners payoff (cf. Section 2 below). Kernel stability has been widely studied in cooperative game theory, and certain approaches have been proposed to compute kernel-stable payments [10, 16] . Specifically, Shehory and Kraus [16] adopt a transfer scheme that represents the stateof-the-art approach to compute kernel-stable payments. Despite having polynomial time complexity under certain assumptions, such an approach has some drawbacks that hinder its applicability in real-world scenarios, and especially in the SR one. First, it is designed for classic CF, failing to exploit the graph-constrained nature of this problem. Second, this algorithm assumes that coalitional values can be assessed at no computational cost (e.g., stored in memory or provided by an oracle). This hypothesis does not apply to SR, in which the value of a coalition is the solution of a routing problem and it cannot be stored in memory without limiting the scalability. These shortcomings lead to inefficiencies that prevent the application of the method proposed by Shehory and Kraus [16] in our case. Moreover, neither Klusch and Shehory [10] nor Shehory and Kraus [16] provide parallel solution algorithms, failing to take advantage of modern multi-core hardware. Finally, these papers have never been tested in realistic large-scale environments.
Against this background, we propose Paying for Rides with Friends (PRF), the first approach to compute kernelstable payments for SR. In particular, we address the shortcomings of the state-of-the-art algorithm in real-world scenarios, we design a solution that scales up to systems of thousands of agents, and we also provide an efficient parallel version. PRF allows us to provide the first recommendation system for SR scenarios, as it can be used in conjunction with Bistaffa et al.'s approach to provide recommendations for the optimal groups to form, and also to define fair, stable payments that commuters should make as a compensation for their rides.
In more detail, this paper advances the state-of-the-art in the following ways: i) we present the first approach able to compute kernel-stable payments for systems with thousands of agents, ii) we benchmark our approach on real data (i.e., GeoLife from Microsoft Research for the geospatial data and Twitter for social networks), showing that our method computes payments for 2000 agents in less than an hour and it is 84 times faster than the state-of-the-art in the best case, iii) we develop new insights into the relationship between payments incurred by a user by virtue of its position in its social network and its role (rider or driver), and iv) we provide a parallel version of our method, providing a practical solution technique for large-scale systems thanks to a speed-up of 10.6 on a 12-core machine w.r.t. the serial approach.
BACKGROUND
In the following sections we provide the necessary background on Social Ridesharing and on the kernel, i.e., the stability concept we use to compute agents' payments.
The Social Ridesharing Problem
The Social Ridesharing (SR) problem [3] considers a set of n agents (or commuters) A = {a1, . . . , an} connected through a social network G, which arrange one-time rides at short notice in order to minimise the travel cost of the overall system. In the SR scenario, each commuter (which has a desired starting and destination point in the geographic map) can share a ride in one of the cars provided by the set of drivers D ⊆ A. We assume that each car has k seats, hence the maximum size of each group is at most k. To be part of a solution, each group of commuters must constitute a feasible coalition, i.e., it must satisfy the following constraints: Constraint 1. Its members must induce ak-subgraph of G, where ak-subgraph denotes a connected subgraph with at most k nodes.
Constraint 2.
It must contain at least one driver.
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The set of all feasible coalitions is referred as FC(G). Bistaffa et al. [3] tackle the SR problem casting it as a GCCF problem, in which each car represents a feasible coalition C ∈ FC (G), whose coalitional value v (C), quantifying the total transportation cost for the group represented by C, is:
where PC is the optimal path for C, t(·), c(·) and f (·) are negative functions representing time, cognitive (i.e., the fatigue incurred by the driver during the trip) and fuel costs of driving through the path. The computation of v(C) (and of PC in particular) requires solving a routing problem. In general, this is a hard problem [12] , which can be solved in this setting thanks to the limited 4 number of points in each path. Bistaffa et al. [3] only solve the optimisation problem of the SR scenario, which involves computing the optimal feasible coalition structure CS * (i.e., a partition of A into disjoint feasible coalitions) that maximises the social welfare:
where CS (G) refers to the set of all the feasible coalition structures. Such a problem is solved using a modified version of the state-of-the-art algorithm for the GCCF problem 5 (i.e., the CFSS algorithm [2] ), providing optimal and approximate solutions with good quality guarantees.
Bistaffa et al.'s approach can be used to provide recommendations about the optimal groups to arrange from a joint cost perspective. However, such an approach does not address the payment computation problem for SR, as we do in this paper. In this context, a number of works have focused on computing incentives for ridesharing using mechanism design [8, 9] in order to promote truthfulness in the commuters. Nonetheless, in addition to such property, they do not address the stability of payments, which is crucial in selfish settings like ridesharing, but it has never been studied before. In addition, these works do not consider the role of the social network. Against this background, we introduce our payoff distribution scheme for SR, detailing the gametheoretic stability concept we employ, i.e., the kernel. 3 Agents without a car can be in a singleton, which is considered a feasible coalition. If the total number of available seats is less than the total number of commuters in the system, an agent ai might need to resort to public transport paying a cost κ ({ai}) for the ticket. 4 The points are at most 2·k (i.e., a starting and a destination point for each commuter). As an example, for k=5 only 2520 paths must be considered to compute the optimal one [3] . 5 Notice that, following the recent literature on optimisation in ridesharing [8] , Bistaffa et al. maintain the assumption that all the request by the agents arrive at the same time, hence the solution can be computed offline in a static system.
The Kernel
Formally, the payment computation problem involves the computation of a payoff allocation vector x, which specifies a payoff xi for each agent ai ∈ A as a compensation of their contributions [15, 5] . As introduced above, computing payments that are stable (i.e., they incentivise agents to maintain the provided configuration) and individually rational (i.e., they guarantee that each agent receives at least the value of its singleton coalition) is of utmost importance in systems with selfish rational agents. As such, payoffs have to be distributed among agents to ensure that members get rewarded according to their bargaining power [5] .
A number of recent papers have examined the computational complexity of reaching stable solutions in graphrestricted coalition formation scenarios [4, 7] . Nevertheless, these papers focus on the stability concept of the core, which denotes the set of payoff configurations that provide no incentives to players to deviate from the solution coalition structures. Unfortunately, the core might be empty, and its complexity makes it next to impossible to compute in realworld scenarios involving thousands of agents.
In this paper, we focus on the kernel, a stability concept introduced by Davis and Maschler [6] that is always nonempty and can be approximated in polynomial time when the size of coalitions is limited. The kernel provides stability within a given coalition structure, and under a given payoff allocation, by defining how payoffs should be distributed so that agents cannot outweigh (cf. below) their current partners. In order to define the kernel, we first define the excess of a coalition C as e (C, x) = v (C) − x (C), where x (C) refers to the sum of the payments of the members of C, i.e., x (C) = a i ∈C xi. In the kernel, a positive excess is interpreted as a measure of threat: in the current payoff distribution, if some agents deviate by forming coalition with positive excess, they are able to increase their payoff by redistributing the coalitional excess among themselves. In more detail, the surplus sij of agent ai over agent aj with respect to a given payoff configuration x, is defined by sij = max C∈2 A |a i ∈C,a j / ∈C e (C, x), where 2 A denotes the powerset of A. In other words, sij is the maximum of the excesses of all coalitions C that include ai and exclude aj, with C not in the current coalition structure (since under the current coalition structure agents ai and aj belong in the same coalition). We say that agent ai outweighs agent aj if sij > sji. When this is the case, ai can claim part of aj's payoff by threatening to walk away (or to expel aj) from their coalition. When any two agents in a coalition cannot outweigh one another, the payoff vector lies in the kerneli.e., it is stable. Importantly, the set of kernel-stable payoff vectors is always non-empty. Stearns [17] provides a payoff transfer scheme which converges to a vector in the kernel by means of payoff transfers from agents with less bargaining power to their more powerful partners, until the latter cannot claim more payoff from the former. Unfortunately, this may require an infinite number of steps to terminate. To alleviate this issue, the -kernel [10] has been introduced, in order to represent an allocation whose payoffs do not differ from an element in the kernel by more than . Note that an -kernel-stable payoff allocation can be computed in O (n) iterations. 6 6 The number of iterations is also affected by . A more detailed discussion is provided by Shehory and Kraus [16] .
Computing Payments in the -Kernel
The current state-of-the-art approach to compute an -kernel payoff allocation for classic CF is presented in Algorithm 1 [16] . Such an algorithm does not specify how x should be initialised, and assumes that a payoff vector is provided as an input. The first (and most expensive) phase is the computation of the surplus matrix s (lines 2-5), which iterates over the entire set of coalitions to assess the maximum excess (line 5) for each pair of agents in each coalition. Once the surplus matrix has been computed, a transfer between the pair of agents with the highest excess difference (i.e., sij − sji) is set up, while ensuring that each payment is individually rational. On the one hand, the maximisation at line 5 is a key bottleneck for classic CF, since it involves enumerating an exponential number of coalitions, i.e., O (2 n ). On the other hand, when the size of the coalitions is limited to k members as in our scenario, (denoted as k-CF in the remainder of the paper), such an algorithm has polynomial time complexity, since the coalitions are O n k .
for all ai ∈ C do 4:
for all aj ∈ C − {ai} do 5:
{ai * and aj * have the maximum surplus difference δ} 7:
{Ensure that payments are individually rational} 10:
if xj * − v ({aj * }) < δ /2 then 11:
d ← xj * − v ({aj * }) 12:
xj * ← xj * − d {Transfer payment from aj * ...} 15:
xi * ← xi * + d {... to ai * } 16: until δ /v(CS) ≤ Next, we discuss how this approach could be used to compute an -kernel payoff allocation for the SR problem.
COMPUTING PAYMENTS FOR SR
Algorithm 1 has been designed to compute payments for CF scenarios in which the set of coalition is not restricted by a graph. Such an approach can be readily applied also when the size of coalitions is limited to k members, in which the maximisation at line 5 has to be assessed among the coalitions of size up to k which include ai but exclude aj. This set, denoted as R, can be easily obtained as R = {{ai} ∪ R | R is a h-combination of A − {ai, aj}, ∀h ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}}.
On the other hand, in GCCF scenarios like SR this simple approach would iterate over several unfeasible coalitions (i.e., which do not induce a connected subgraph of the social network), leading to inefficiency and reducing the scalability of the entire algorithm. In contrast, a better way to tackle this problem is to exploit the structure of the graph in order to consider only the coalitions that are indeed feasible, so to avoid any unnecessary computation. Moreover Table 1 . Note that 23 (marked in bold) out of 33 coalitions (i.e., 70%) are evaluated more than once. This fact can substantially reduce the efficiency and the scalability of the computation of the surplus matrix in SR scenarios, where the computation cost required to assess coalitional values is not negligible and caching is not an option. In fact, storing all these values in memory is not affordable even for systems with hundreds of agents: since the number of feasible coalitions is O n k , for k = 5 and n = 100, storing all coalitional values requires tens of GB of memory. Thus, each coalitional value must be computed only when needed, since computing them more than once significantly reduces efficiency and scalability, as shown in Section 4.1.
ai aj
To overcome these issues, in the next section we present the PRF algorithm, an improved technique to calculate the surplus matrices in the SR scenario, allowing our payment scheme to scale up to systems with thousands of agents.
The PRF algorithm
We now present the PRF (Paying for Rides with Friends) algorithm, our method to compute an -kernel payoff allocation, given a coalition structure CS that is a solution to the SR problem. Our contribution improves on the k-CF version of Algorithm 1 by adopting a novel approach to calculate the surplus matrix s. Instead of computing each value sij using the maximisation at line 5 for each pair of agents in each C ∈ CS, we iterate over the set ofk-subgraphs of G (i.e., those satisfying Constraint 1 of the SR problem). Then, we update the appropriate values of the surplus matrix for each coalition with at least one driver (i.e., satisfying Constraint 1). By so doing, we ensure the exact coverage of the entire set of feasible coalitions F C (G), as ensured by Proposition 2.
PRF is detailed in Algorithm 2. After having initialised the payoff vector x by equally splitting each coalitional value among the members of the coalition, ComputeMatrix computes the surplus matrix in each iteration of the main loop. In such a routine, UpdateMax is executed for each coalition that induces ak-subgraph of G. These coalitions are computed with the SlyCE algorithm [18] , which can list all the Algorithm 2 PRF(CS, ) 1: for all C ∈ CS do 2: for all ai ∈ C do 3:
xi ← v(C) /|C| {Equally split coalitional value} 4: repeat 5:
{Compute surplus matrix} 6:
{ai * and aj * have the maximum surplus difference δ} 8:
(ai * , aj * ) ← arg max (a i ,a j )∈A 2 (sij − sji) 10:
{Ensure that payments are individually rational} 11:
if xj * − v ({aj * }) < δ /2 then 12:
d ← xj * − v ({aj * }) 13:
xi * ← xi * + d {... to ai * } 17: until δ /v(CS) ≤ subgraphs of a given graph without redundancy (i.e., each subgraph is computed only once).
Algorithm 3 ComputeMatrix(CS, x)
1: s ← −∞ {Initialise the entire matrix with −∞} 2: for all C that induce ak-subgraph of G do 3:
eC ← e (C, x) {Compute the excess of coalition C} 3:
for all ai ∈ C do {For each agent ai in coalition C} 4:
C ← the coalition in CS that contains ai 5:
for all aj ∈ C − C do {For each aj ∈ C but ∈ C} 6: {sij is updated with the maximum between} 7:
{its old value and the excess of coalition C} 8:
sij ← max (sij, eC ) 9: return s UpdateMax only considers the coalitions that satisfy Constraint 2 of the SR problem (line 1), i.e., singletons or coalitions that contain at least one driver. For every coalition C that satisfies this property, lines 3-8 update all the values sij for which ai is a member of C and aj is part of C (i.e., the coalition in CS that contains ai) but is not part of C. The correctness of our approach is ensured by Proposition 1. Proof. Once the loop has ended, each sij stores the maximum excess among all feasible coalitions with ai but without aj, with both ai and aj part of the same coalition in CS. This matches line 5 of Algorithm 1.
Moreover, our surplus matrix-calculating method has polynomial time complexity, while allowing to compute all feasible coalitions only once, as shown by Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. Algorithm 3 lists all feasible coalitions only once and it has a worst-case time complexity of O n k .
Proof. Algorithm 3 lists allk-subgraph of G exactly once [18] . Note that the number ofk-subgraphs is O n k , since we only consider coalitions with up to k members [16] . Hence, Algorithm 3 makes at most O n k calls to UpdateMax. Finally, note that the time complexity of UpdateMax is constant w.r.t. n, since computing e (C, x) requires the computation of v (C) (which has constant time complexity [3] ), and the loop at lines 3-8 requires O k 2 iterations. Moreover, UpdateMax only considers coalitions that satisfy Constraint 2 and it computes each coalitional value only once at line 2. Thus, Algorithm 3 computes all feasible coalitions only once and its worst-case time complexity is O n k .
Proposition 3. Algorithm 2 has a polynomial worst-case time complexity w.r.t. n, i.e., O − log 2 ( ) · n k+1 .
Proof. All the equations and lemmas referred in the following proof are provided by Stearns [17] . Each iteration of Algorithm 2 identifies the agents ai and aj with the maximum surplus difference δ = sij − sij, performing a transfer of size d from aj to ai. Thus, by Lemma 1, in the following iteration these surpluses will be s ij = sij − d and
Therefore, we can affirm that the transfer from aj to ai is indeed a K-transfer, since it satisfies Equation 4, 5, 6 and 7. Lemma 2 ensures the convergence of Algorithm 2, by affirming that a K-transfer cannot increase the larger surpluses in the system. Specifically, in the next iteration the difference between the surpluses between aj to ai will be half of what was in the previous one. After λ iterations, its value will be 1 2 λ of the original one. Thus, it will take approximately λ = log 2 ( [δ0/v(CS)] / ) iterations to ensure that [δ0/v(CS)] /2 λ ≤ , with δ0 being the original maximum sij surplus. Since we have n agents into the setting, it will take approximately λ · n = O (− log 2 ( ) · n) iterations to convergence. Then, we know by Proposition 2 that ComputeMatrix, which dominates the time complexity of each iteration, has a worst-case time complexity of O n k . Given this, Algorithm 2 has a worst-case time complexity of O − log 2 ( ) · n k+1 .
Given this, PRF provides a polynomial method to compute kernel-stable payments. Nonetheless, the O n k operations required for surplus matrix calculation may not be affordable in real-world scenarios with thousands of agents and k = 5, i.e., the number of seats of an average sized car. Hence, we next propose a parallel version of PRF, which allows us to distribute the computational burden among different threads, taking advantage of modern multi-core hardware.
P-PRF
We now detail P-PRF, the parallel version of our approach, in which the most computation-intensive task, i.e., the computation of s, is distributed among T available threads. In particular, Algorithm 5 details our parallel version of the ComputeMatrix routine, obtained by having each thread t to compute a separate matrix s t . Such a matrix is constructed considering the coalitions in DIV (G, t, k), i.e., the t th fraction of the set of allk-subgraphs of G, computed using the D-SlyCE algorithm [18] . Specifically, this fraction is obtained by splitting the first generation of children nodes in the search tree generated by the SlyCE algorithm [18] among the available threads, allowing a fair division of the set of thek-subgraphs while ensuring that all feasible coalitions are computed exactly once (a more detailed discussion is provided by Voice et al. [18] ). As such, it also distributes the computation of the coalitional values.
Algorithm 5 P-ComputeMatrix(CS, x, T ) 1: s ← −∞ {Initialise all matrices with −∞} 2: for all t ∈ {1, . . . , T } do in parallel 3: for all C ∈ DIV (G, t, k) do 4:
5: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do in parallel 6: for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do in parallel 7:
sij ← max t∈{1,...,T } s
Since there are no publicly available datasets which include both spatial and social data for the same users, in our empirical evaluation we consider two separate real-world datasets and we superimpose the first on the second one. This approach does not affect realism and, in our view, provides a far better experimental setting than using synthetic data. Moreover, since we are interested in evaluating the algorithmic performance of our approach, the specific datasets adopted are not crucial for the purposes of our analysis. In particular, the spatial map is a realistic representation of the city of Beijing, derived from the GeoLife [22] dataset provided by Microsoft. These trajectories are also adopted to sample random paths used to provide the start and destination points to the riders in our tests. Moreover, in each instance the graph G is a subgraph of a large crawl of the Twitter network completed in 2010 by Kwak et al. [11] .
In all our experiments we use = 0.05. Since the coalition structure considered to compute the payments is obtained using the CFSS algorithm [3] , we consider the same parameters with them in the definition of the cost model in the SR scenario. Specifically, we adopt a cost model that only considers fuel expenses (considering a fuel cost of 1 e per litre and an average consumption of 1 litre of fuel every 15 km). Moreover, we assume that each car has a capacity of 5 seats, i.e., k = 5. Our approach is executed on a machine with dual 8-core 2.60GHz processors and 32 GB of memory. Figure 1 shows the runtime needed to execute P-PRF on systems with a large number of agents, i.e., n ∈ {100, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000}. Our results show that P-PRF is able to compute payments for 2000 agents with a runtime ranging from 13 to 50 minutes, hence it can successfully scale to large systems. In particular, for each value of n, we consider |D| ∈ {10%, 50%, 80%} with 20 repetitions for each n and |D|, reporting the average and the standard error of the mean. In each test, the coalition structure has been computed using the approximate version of CFSS [3] .
Our results also show the influence of the percentage of drivers on the complexity of the problem. On average, computing payments on an instance with |D| = 80% is easier w.r.t. |D| = 10% and |D| = 50%. Our findings are consistent with the results obtained by Bistaffa et al. [3] , showing that the scenario with |D| = 50% is more difficult to solve (i.e., requires a greater runtime), since more drivers are available, hence it is possible to form more cars, resulting in a larger search space. In fact, the number of feasible coalitions is determined by the number of available seats (reduced when such a percentage is low) and the number of riders without a car who can benefit from sharing their commutes (reduced when the majority of the agents owns a car). Figure 2 shows the runtime needed by our approach to compute a kernel-stable payoff vector, comparing it with the state-of-the-art approach by Shehory and Kraus [16] , i.e., Algorithm 1. In particular, we consider the runtime needed to solve random instances with n ∈ {30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100} and |D| = 50%, 8 with 20 repetitions for each n. To ensure a fair comparison, both algorithms have been run on the same set of instances. Moreover, for this comparison we employ the serial version of PRF, since Algorithm 1 is serial.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art
Our results show that PRF is at least one order of magnitude faster, outperforming the state-of-the-art by 27 times in the worst case, with an average improvement of 53 times, and a best case improvement of 84 times. Thus, our comparison has been run only up to n = 100, since the latter approach becomes impractical for instances with thousands of agents. In fact, with 1000 agents it requires over one day of computation, compared to a runtime of 2 hours required by PRF, and 14 minutes required by P-PRF. In particular, the approach proposed by Shehory and Kraus [16] is slower since it makes several redundant computations of many coalitional values, resulting in a significant impact on its runtime. 
Parallel Performance
Here we analyse the speed-up that can be achieved by using P-PRF w.r.t. PRF, i.e., its serial version. We ran the algorithms on 20 random instances with 500 agents and |D| = 50%, using a machine with 2 Intel R Xeon R E5-2420. For a fair comparison, both algorithms have been run on the same set of instances. The speed-up measured during these tests has been compared with the maximum theoretical one provided by Amdahl's Law [1] , considering an estimated non-parallelisable part of 1%, due to memory allocation and thread initialisation. Our experiments show that the actual speed-up follows the theoretical one for up to 12 threads (i.e., the number of physical cores for this machine), reaching a final speed-up of 14.85 with all 24 threads active. 
Costs and Network Centrality
The purpose of this section is to analyse the relationship between the cost incurred by a commuter and its importance in the environment, i.e., being a node with a high degree in the social network, or being driver or rider. To this end, we first compute the optimal solution of the SR problem on random instances with n ∈ {30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100} and |D| ∈ {10%, 50%, 80%}, with 20 repetitions for each pair of parameters, and we use our algorithm to compute a kernel-stable payoff vector. Then, to assess this correlation in a quantified manner, we define the normalised cost ci and the normalised degree di for each agent ai as follows:
• For any agent ai in a coalition C with |C| > 1, we define its normalised cost ci as
where min C |x| and max C |x| are the minimum and the maximum values of |xi| among the members of C. Note that we consider the absolute value of xi since in our model, costs are represented by negative values for xi.
• For any agent ai in a coalition C with |C| > 1, we define its normalised degree di as
where deg(ai) represents the degree of ai in the social network, and min When the denominator of ci is 0, i.e, when max C |x| = min C |x| , it means that all the agents in C have the same payoff. In these cases, ci is defined to be 0.5 as a middle point between 0 and 1 (the same discussion applies to di).
Notice that, a direct comparison of the agents with respect to payments would not be appropriate for determining their overall power or benefits derived from participation in the SR setting. Nonetheless, it would definitely be interesting to have a way to measure and compare the power of the agents, regardless of the coalition to which each one belongs. To allow this comparison, both ci and di are normalised between 0 (for the agents having the minimum costs/degrees in their coalitions) and 1 (similarly for the agents with maximum costs/degrees). The normalisation is done with respect to the coalition the agent belongs to because to reach kernelstability, payment transfers only take place among agents within the same coalition. Finally, note that agents in singletons have been excluded from this analysis, as they do not have to split their coalitional value. In Figure 4 we report the average and the standard error of the mean for the normalised cost w.r.t. the normalised degree. Our results clearly show that costs are strongly influenced by the degree of the agents, and whether they are drivers or riders. Specifically, in our tests drivers had to pay costs that were on average 16% lower than riders. Moreover, agents with the minimum number of social connections in their coalition (i.e., with a normalised degree of 0) paid a cost 171% higher than the ones with the highest degree.
These findings allow us to discuss two interesting properties of our approach. On the one hand, our payment scheme incentivises commuters to be drivers, which is of utmost importance in SR scenarios with selfish rational agents. In fact, a rational user would not accept to join a ridesharing system as a driver (which requires her to deviate from the shortest path between its source and its destination, and to share its car with other people) without being appropriately rewarded for its service.
On the other hand, the social aspect of our ridesharing model introduces an additional degree of freedom that can be exploited by commuters to influence the distribution of payments. In fact, the more social connections they have, the more coalitions they can potentially join, the more bargaining power they obtain. Moreover, note that this fact is important for commuters that cannot choose to be drivers (e.g., they do not own a car), as it enables them to improve their payments by establishing new social relationships.
CONCLUSIONS
We perform recommendations for SR scenarios, developing a novel algorithm, PRF (Paying for Rides with Friends), to compute fair payments for large-scale systems. PRF can be used in conjunction with Bistaffa et al.'s approach to provide recommendations for the optimal groups to form, and also to define fair, stable costs that commuters should pay as a compensation for their rides. PRF avoids any redundancy by exploiting the structure of the social graph. Moreover, we parallelise PRF achieving a speed-up close to the maximum theoretical one. Our tests, based on real dataset for both spatial and social data, shows that our approach is up to 84 times faster than the state-of-the-art, allowing us to compute fair payments for 2000 agents in less than an hour. Finally, we identify a relationship between the ability of an agent to obtain a high payment and its degree in the social graph.
Future work will focus on studying the quality guarantees of payments when using approximate solutions (which have not been studied yet) and will aim to extend our parallel approach to different multi-threading models (e.g., GeneralPurpose Graphics Processing Units).
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